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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to an amplifier circuit and wireless communication equipment.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] When amplifying power by using an amplifier such as a high power amplifier (hereinafter referred to as "HPA")
or the like, desired input-output characteristics may not be obtained due to nonlinear distortion characteristics of the
amplifier.
[0003] Particularly when the frequency of a radio signal to be amplified is high, in order to linearize the amplifier by
compensating the nonlinear characteristics, a complex IQ baseband signal of a low frequency, before being converted
to the radio signal, needs to be subjected to predistortion for canceling the nonlinear distortion characteristics of the
amplifier in advance by using digital signal processing, as described in Patent Literature 1.
[0004] In the predistortion process, a model or an inverse mode (distortion compensation model) of the amplifier is
estimated, and a distortion in the amplifier is compensated based on the estimated model.
[0005] With increase in communication speed in recent years, it has been needed to amplify a wideband signal. When
amplifying a wideband signal, since an output signal from the amplifier is distorted also by influence of a memory effect
of the amplifier, such a distortion should be compensated. Non-Patent Literature 1 proposes a distortion compensation
model of an amplifier taking into account such a memory effect.
[0006] As shown in FIG. 10, in an amplifier circuit having a distortion compensation section 101 for an amplifier 100,
a conventional model taking into account a memory effect is expressed by equation (1).
[Equation 1] 

where

y[n] is an output signal of the amplifier 100,
k is an order,
1 is a relative delay with respect to an input signal u[n] of the amplifier 100,
L1 is a maximum value of relative number of preceding samples,
L2 is a maximum value of relative number of delay samples,
K1 is a maximum order of the characteristic of the amplifier, wherein the index is a coefficient relating to the relative
delay 1, and
hk,l is a complex coefficient representing the characteristic of the amplifier 100, wherein the indices are a coefficient
relating to the relative delay 1, and a coefficient relating to the order k.

[0007] As shown in FIG. 11, in the conventional model expressed by equation (1), the memory effect that occurs inside
the amplifier 100 is represented as a combination of a plurality of nonlinear elements NL (from memory term 0 to memory
term L1+L2) having temporally different characteristics.
[0008] The characteristic of each of the plurality of nonlinear elements NL is expressed by equation (2).
[0009] As shown in equation (2), the nonlinear characteristic (input-output characteristic) of each nonlinear element
NL is defined based on an input signal u[n’] to the amplifier 100.
[Equation 2] 

where

Yl’ [n’] is an output of the nonlinear element NL,
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k is an order,
l’ is a relative delay with respect to the input signal u[n’],
L1 is a maximum value of relative number of preceding samples,
L2 is a maximum value of relative number of delay samples,
Kl’-L1 is a maximum order of the characteristic of the nonlinear element, wherein the index is a coefficient relating
to the relative delay l’-L1, and
hk,l’-L1 is a complex coefficient representing the characteristic of the nonlinear element NL, wherein the indices are
a coefficient relating to the relative delay l’-L1, and a coefficient relating to the order k.

[0010] Further, as shown in FIG. 11, each nonlinear element NL is given the input signal u[n’]. However, a delay
element D is provided in a stage preceding each of the nonlinear elements NL corresponding to the memory terms 1 to
L1+L2, so that the input signals u[n’] given to the respective nonlinear elements NL are temporally different from each other.
[0011] That is, the nonlinear elements NL corresponding to the memory terms 1 to L1+L2 represent the memory effect
of the amplifier.
[0012] Accordingly, based on equation (2) and FIG. 11, the following equations (3a) and (3b) are derived as equations
expressing models taking into account the memory effect.
[Equation 3]

[0013] Note that equation (3a) expresses a model directly derived from equation (2) and FIG. 11, and equation (3b)
expresses a model derived by replacing n’-L1 and l’-L1 in equation (3a) with n and 1, respectively.
[0014] Meanwhile, in order to enhance the power efficiency of the amplifier at the same time, a method has been
proposed in which the power supply voltage (drain signal) of the amplifier is modulated by using the input signal of the
amplifier, and the power consumption of the amplifier is dynamically varied in accordance with the magnitude of the
input signal (this method is called "power supply modulation" or "envelope tracking") (for example, refer to Patent
Literature 2, and Non-Patent Literatures 2 and 3). In the power supply modulation method, when the voltage of the input
signal is small, the power consumption of the amplifier is suppressed, whereby the power efficiency is enhanced. In this
way, a high-efficiency amplification technique is provided.
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[0017] "Arrangement for the Digital Pre-Distortion of an Envelope-Tracking Power Amplifier, Siemens AG, IP.COM
Journal, 20 August 2007, concerns the use of a nonlinear memory function on two I/Q signal paths.
[0018] US 2007/0298734 relates to polar transmitters, in which amplitude and phase of an input signal are pre-distorted
along separate paths.
[0019] WO-2010/044346 concerns a power amplifier equipped with a polar modulator, having a power amplifier that
amplifies an RF modulation signal containing a amplitude modulation component and phase modulation component.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

PROBLEMS TO BE SOLVED BY THE INVENTION

[0020] The inventors of the present invention have found the following problems. When the conventional amplifier
model that operates at a fixed voltage is applied to an amplifier that performs an envelope tracking operation (hereinafter
referred to as an ET operation), sufficient compensation can be realized if the signal band to be amplified is narrow.
However, if the signal band is widened to increase the communication speed, a minute distortion, which has conventionally
been negligible, increases to a non-negligible level. Such a distortion impedes the communication, or causes unnecessary
radiation that interferes with another communication.
[0021] The present invention is made in connection with solution of the above-described problems.

SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEMS

[0022]

(1) In order to solve the above-described problems caused by the signal band widening, the inventors of the present
invention have diligently studied and come up with an idea that a memory effect, which has conventionally not been
recognized in an amplifier, should be taken into account. That is, in the conventional model, as is apparent from
equation (1), only a memory effect which occurs between an input and an output of an amplifier has been taken into
account as a memory effect.

[0023] However, if an envelope tracking method is adopted in order to enhance the efficiency of the amplifier, a power
supply voltage (drain voltage) of the amplifier 100 varies in accordance with an envelope signal of an input signal. That
is, in the envelope tracking method, a transmission signal (or a waveform-shaped transmission signal) is input to the
amplifier while controlling the power supply voltage supplied to the amplifier in accordance with the input signal power.
Such an amplifier adopting the envelope tracking method, whose power supply voltage varies as described above, has
two inputs.
[0024] In such a two-input amplifier, signals inputted through a plurality of different paths, such as an input-to-output
path of the amplifier and a power-supply-to-output path of the amplifier, are combined in the amplifier. Accordingly, the
signals inputted to the amplifier are influenced by the frequency characteristics and/or the memory effects in the respective
paths, which might cause a large distortion in the amplifier output.
[0025] The inventors of the present invention have discovered the following. That is, when the signal band is relatively
narrow, the frequency characteristics and/or the memory effect in the power-supply-to-output path of the amplifier do
not significantly influence the amplifier output. However, when the signal band is widened, the characteristics in the
power-supply-to-output path of the amplifier become non-negligible.
[0026] The present invention according to the above aspect is an amplifier circuit including: an amplifier that amplifies
a signal; a variable power supply that varies a power supply voltage or a power supply current to be supplied to a power
supply port of the amplifier, in accordance with change in an envelope of the signal; and a distortion compensation
section that performs compensation for distortion characteristics of the amplifier. The distortion compensation section
performs a process of compensating a memory effect that occurs on a path from the power supply port to a signal output
port.
[0027] According to the above invention, the memory effect that occurs on the path from the power supply port of the
amplifier to the signal output port can be compensated. A signal used to obtain the envelope is not necessarily a signal
itself to be amplified by the amplifier (for example, u[n] in the embodiment), and the signal may be a pre-distortion-
compensation signal (for example, x[n] in the embodiment).

(2) Preferably, the distortion compensation section performs a process of compensating a memory effect that occurs
on a path from a signal input port of the amplifier to the signal output port, and a memory effect that occurs on the
path from the power supply port to the signal outputs port.
In this case, it is possible to compensate both the memory effect that occurs on the path from the signal input port
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of the amplifier to the signal output port, and the memory effect that occurs on the path from the power supply port
to the signal output port.
(3) Preferably, the distortion compensation section includes an estimation section that estimates a model of the
amplifier, and performs distortion compensation based on the model (either an inverse model or a forward model
may be used, and hereinafter, the same applies) estimated by the estimation section. Preferably, the model is a
model in which at least the memory effect that occurs on the path from the power supply port to the signal output
port is represented. More preferably, in the model, the memory effect that occurs on the path from the signal input
port to the signal output port is also represented.
(4) Preferably, the distortion compensation section includes an estimation section that estimates a model of the
amplifier, and performs distortion compensation based on the model estimated by the estimation section. In the
model, the amplifier is modeled as a combination of a plurality of element amplifiers, the plurality of element amplifiers
in the model are each given an input signal inputted to the signal input port, and the power supply voltage or the
power supply current supplied from the variable power supply. A combination of outputs from the plurality of element
amplifiers in the model corresponds to an output of the amplifier. The plurality of element amplifiers in the model
each have nonlinear characteristic which is defined based on the input signal inputted to the signal input port, and
the power supply voltage or the power supply current supplied from the variable power supply. The plurality of
element amplifiers in the model are given the power supply voltage or the power supply current at different times,
respectively.
(5) Preferably, the plurality of element amplifiers in the model are each modeled as a combination of a plurality of
nonlinear elements. The plurality of nonlinear elements are each given the input signal inputted to the signal input
port. A combination of outputs of the plurality of nonlinear elements corresponds to an output of the element amplifier.
The plurality of nonlinear elements each have nonlinear characteristic which is defined based on the input signal
and the power supply voltage or the power supply current. The plurality of nonlinear elements are given the input
signal at different times, respectively.
(6) The amplifier model estimated by the distortion compensation section may be based on equation (1) described
later as an embodiment. The "amplifier model based on equation (10)" includes, in addition to a model directly
corresponding to equation (10), an inverse model thereof (equation (12)), and further, models based on equations
(equation (15) and the like) obtained by transforming equation (10).
(7) Preferably, the distortion compensation section performs a process of compensating a memory effect that occurs
on a path from the power supply port to the signal output port, and a memory effect that occurs on a path from a
signal output port of the distortion compensation section to the signal output port of the amplifier.
(8) The amplifier model estimated by the distortion compensation section may be based on equation (15) described
later as an embodiment. The "amplifier model based on equation (15)" includes, in addition to a model directly
corresponding to equation (15), an inverse model thereof (equation (17)), and further, models based on equations
(equation (18) and the like) obtained by transforming equation (15).
(9) The amplifier model estimated by the distortion compensation section may be based on equation (18) described
later as an embodiment.
(10) The present invention according to another aspect is an amplifier circuit including: an amplifier that amplifies
a signal; and a distortion compensation section that performs compensation for distortion characteristics of the
amplifier. The distortion compensation section performs a process of compensating a memory effect that occurs on
a path from an input port other than a signal input port of the amplifier, to a signal output port.

[0028] According to the above invention, it is possible to compensate a memory effect that occurs on a path from an
input port other than the signal input port of the amplifier, to the signal output port.

(11) The present invention according to still another aspect is an amplifier circuit including: an amplifier that amplifies
a signal; a variable power supply that varies a power supply voltage or a power supply current to be supplied to a
power supply port of the amplifier, in accordance with change in an envelope of the signal; and a distortion com-
pensation section that includes an estimation section that estimates a model of the amplifier, and performs distortion
compensation based on the model estimated by the estimation section. In the model, the amplifier has nonlinear
characteristic which is defined based on an input signal inputted to a signal input port of the amplifier, and the power
supply voltage or the power supply current supplied from the variable power supply.
As described above, in the method in which the power supply voltage or the power supply current varies in accordance
with the envelope signal, such as the envelope tracking method, the amplifier has two inputs. The signals inputted
to the amplifier are influenced by the frequency characteristics and/or the memory effects in the respective paths,
which causes a large distortion in the amplifier output.
Therefore, as in the present invention, by adopting the amplifier model in which the nonlinear characteristic is defined
based on the input signal inputted to the signal input port and the power supply voltage or the power supply current
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supplied from the variable power supply, the characteristics of the respective paths can be appropriately represented,
thereby obtaining a model more favorable than the conventional model.
(12) The above model may be an amplifier model based on equation (4) described later as an embodiment.
(13) In the model, the amplifier is modeled as a combination of a plurality of nonlinear elements, the plurality of
nonlinear elements are each given the input signal inputted to the signal input port. A combination of outputs from
the plurality of nonlinear elements corresponds to the output of the amplifier. The plurality of nonlinear elements
each have nonlinear characteristic which is defined based on the input signal and the power supply voltage or the
power supply current. The plurality of nonlinear elements are given the input signal at different times, respectively.
In this case, a model is obtained in which at least a memory effect on a path from the signal input port to the output
signal port is represented. Of course, it is allowed to take into account a model memory effect in a path from the
power supply port to the output signal port.
(14) The above model may be an amplifier model based on equation (7) described later as an embodiment.
(15) The present invention according to still another aspect is wireless communication equipment including the
amplifier circuit according to any one of the above sections (1) to (14), for amplification of a transmission signal or
amplification of a reception signal.

EFFECT OF THE INVENTION

[0029] According to the inventions described in the sections (1) to (9) and the invention described in the section (15)
based on any of the sections (1) to (9), it is possible to compensate the memory effect on the path from the power supply
port to the signal output port.
[0030] According to the invention described in the section (10) and the invention described in the section (15) based
on the section (10), it is possible to compensate the memory effect that occurs on the path from an input port other than
the signal input port of the amplifier to the signal output port.
[0031] According to the inventions described in the sections (11) to (14) and the invention described in the section
(15) based on any of the sections (11) to (14), it is possible to provide an appropriate amplifier model because a plurality
of paths are taken into account, as compared with an amplifier model taking into account a single path.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0032]

[FIG. 1] FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing an amplifier circuit.
[FIG. 2] FIG. 2 is a specific circuit diagram showing the amplifier circuit shown in FIG. 1.
[FIG. 3] (a) of FIG. 3 is a diagram that defines nonlinear characteristic of an ET amplifier without taking into account
a memory effect, and (b) of FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing an amplifier model taking into account a second
memory effect.
[FIG. 4] FIG. 4 is a characteristic diagram showing nonlinear conversion characteristics between an input signal
and a power supply voltage.
[FIG. 5] FIG. 5 is a block diagram showing an amplifier circuit using a first modification of the ET amplifier model.
[FIG. 6] FIG. 6 is a block diagram showing an amplifier circuit using a second modification of the ET amplifier model.
[FIG. 7] FIG. 7 is a specific circuit diagram showing the amplifier circuit shown in FIG. 6.
[FIG. 8] FIG. 8 shows a result of experiment showing unnecessary radiation in the amplifier shown in FIG. 6.
[FIG. 9] FIG. 9 is a block diagram showing a source modulation type amplifier circuit.
[FIG. 10] FIG. 10 is a block diagram showing the conventional amplifier circuit.
[FIG. 11] FIG. 11 is a block diagram showing the conventional amplifier model.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0033] Hereinafter, a preferred embodiment of the present invention will be described with reference to the drawings.

[1. Amplifier circuit]

[0034] FIG. 1 shows an amplifier circuit 1 according to an embodiment. The amplifier circuit 1 is included in wireless
communication equipment such as wireless base station equipment, and is used for amplification of a transmission
signal. The amplifier circuit 1 may be used for amplification of a reception signal.
[0035] The amplifier circuit 1 includes a high-power amplifier (HPA) 2, a variable power supply 3, and a distortion
compensation section 4. The amplifier 2 is used for amplifying an input signal, and includes a signal input port 2a to
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which a signal is input, and a signal output port 2b from which the signal is output.
[0036] The amplifier 2 further includes a power supply port 2c to which a power supply voltage (drain voltage) V[n] is
supplied. In the amplifier 2, the power supply port 2c is an input port other than the signal input port 2a.
[0037] The amplifier circuit 1 adopts the envelope tracking method. Therefore, the variable power supply 3 varies the
power supply voltage V[n] supplied to the power supply port 2c of the amplifier 2, in accordance with an envelope signal
of a signal x[n]. That is, the amplifier 2 and the variable power supply 3 constitute an amplifier (hereinafter referred to
as an ET amplifier) 200 that performs an envelope tracking operation. Since the power supply voltage supplied to the
amplifier 2 varies in accordance with the envelope of the signal x[n], high-efficiency operation of the amplifier 2 is realized.
[0038] The variable power supply 3 is not limited to one which varies the power supply voltage (drain voltage) V[n],
but may be one which varies a power supply current (drain current). Hereinafter, the variable power supply 3 will be
described as one which varies the power supply voltage. However, even when "power supply voltage" is replaced with
"power supply current" in the following description, functional equivalence is maintained.
[0039] In order to give the envelope signal of the signal x[n] to the variable power supply 3, the amplifier circuit 1
includes a power detection section 5 for the signal x[n], and a power-to-voltage conversion section 6.
[0040] The power detection section 5 detects and outputs a power value of the signal x[n] (complex IQ baseband
signal), i.e., the envelope signal of the signal x[n]. The power-to-voltage conversion section 6 has a function of converting
the power detected by the power detection section 5 to a power supply voltage value to be supplied to the amplifier 2.
The power-to-voltage conversion section 6 outputs the converted power supply voltage value (envelope voltage value)
to the variable power supply 3. The variable power supply 3 dynamically varies the voltage V[n] to be supplied to the
power supply port 2c of the amplifier 2, in accordance with the converted power supply voltage value (envelope voltage
value).
[0041] The distortion compensation section 4 includes an estimation section 7 that estimates a model of the ET amplifier
200, and a distortion compensation processing section 8 that performs a process of predistortion for the signal x[n].
[0042] The estimation section 7 of the present embodiment is configured as an inverse characteristic estimation section
7 that estimates an inverse model representing inverse characteristic of the ET amplifier 200, as a model of the ET
amplifier 200. The details of the model estimated by the estimation section 7 and the estimation method will be described
later.
[0043] The distortion compensation processing section 8 obtains the inverse model of the ET amplifier 200, which has
been estimated by the estimation section 7, performs a distortion compensation process for the signal x[n], based on
the inverse model, and outputs the distortion compensated signal u[n]. Since the signal u[n], which has been compensated
with the characteristic inverse to the distortion characteristic of the ET amplifier 200, is used as an input signal to the
ET amplifier 200 having the distortion characteristic, a distortion-suppressed amplifier output y[n] can be obtained.
[0044] In FIG. 1, only the main components among the components of the amplifier circuit 1 are shown. Specifically,
the amplifier circuit 1 has a circuit configuration shown in FIG. 2. In the amplifier 1 shown in FIG. 2, timing adjustment
sections 31a, 31b are provided in stages preceding the distortion compensation section 4 and/or the power-to-voltage
conversion section 6. The timing adjustment sections 31a, 31b each perform timing adjustment so that the times from
when the signal (x[n]) is input to the amplifier circuit to when the input signal, passing through the different paths, reaches
the output of the amplifier are made equal to each other.
[0045] In FIG. 2, DACs 32, 32 for converting a digital signal to an analog signal are provided on the output side of the
distortion compensation section 4, and analog IQ baseband signals obtained by the DACs 32 are quadrature-modulated
by a quadrature modulator 33. The quadrature-modulated signal is up-converted by a frequency conversion section 34.
The up-converted signal is provided to one or a plurality of driver amplifiers 35a, 35b, and amplified. The output from
the driver amplifiers 35a, 35b is provided to the amplifier 2 constituting the ET amplifier 200. In the present embodiment,
the driver amplifiers 35a, 35b are supplied with a power supply voltage not from a variable power supply but from a
fixed-voltage power supply. However, like the amplifier 2, the driver amplifiers 35a, 35b may be supplied with a power
supply voltage from the variable power supply 3.
[0046] In FIG. 2, an output signal y(t) of the amplifier 2 is detected by a coupler 36, and provided to a frequency
conversion section 38 via a variable attenuator (1/G) 37. The frequency conversion section 38 down-converts the signal.
The frequency-converted signal is provided to an ADC 40 via a filter (low-pass filter or band-pass filter) 39. The ADC
converts the analog signal to a digital signal, and provides its output to a signal processing section 41. The signal
processing section 41 performs signal processing such as digital quadrature demodulation, and provides a resultant
digital IQ baseband signal to the distortion compensation section 4.
[0047] Although the amplifier circuit 1 is actually configured as shown in FIG. 2, since the amplifier circuit 1 can be
described simply by using, as a premise, only the configuration shown in FIG. 1, the following description will be made
mainly based on FIG. 1.
[0048] The names of signals shown in FIGS. 1 and 2 will be described hereinafter.
[0049] First, *[n] is a digital complex baseband IQ signal that is sampled at time nxT when the sampling interval is T
(sec). In addition, *(t) indicates an analog signal at time t. However, since the present embodiment deals with distortion
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compensation in the digital signal region in the distortion compensation section 4, signals are mostly represented by *[n].
[0050] Specifically, x[n] is an input signal before subjected to distortion compensation by the distortion compensation
section 4, xI[n] is a real part (I-channel) of x[n], and xQ[n] is an imaginary part (Q-channel) of x[n]. That is, x[n] = xI[n] +
i 3 xQ[n] is satisfied.
[0051] u[n] is the input signal that has been subjected to distortion compensation by the distortion compensation
section 4, uI[n] is a real part (I-channel) of u[n], and uQ[n] is an imaginary part (Q-channel) of u[n]. That is, u[n] = uI[n] +
i 3 uQ[n] is satisfied.
[0052] u’ [n] is a replica signal for inverse characteristic estimation, uI’ [n] is a real part (I-channel) of u’[n], and uQ’[n]
is an imaginary part (Q-channel) of u’[n], That is, u’[n], = uI’[n] + i 3 uQ’ [n] is satisfied.
[0053] y[n] is an output signal of the amplifier 2, yI[n] is a real part (I-channel) of y[n], and yQ[n] is an imaginary part
(Q-channel) of y[n]. That is, y[n] = G 3 (yI[n] + i 3 yQ[n]) is satisfied.

[2. ET amplifier model]

[0054] In the conventional amplifier model, as shown in equation (2), the nonlinear characteristic of the amplifier is
defined in accordance with the input signal u[n] to the amplifier.
[0055] In contrast to the conventional amplifier model, the nonlinear characteristic of ET amplifier 200 whose power
supply voltage V[n] varies depending on the envelope signal is defined by equation (4) using the power supply voltage
(drain voltage) V[n].
[Equation 4] 

where

Y"l",m"[n"-M1] is an output signal of the ET amplifier 200,
k is an order,
1" is a relative delay that occurs with respect to an input signal u[n"] to the ET amplifier 200 in the signal amplification
path,
m" is a relative delay that occurs with respect to the input signal u[n"] of the ET amplifier 200 in the power supply path,
L1 is a maximum value of relative number of preceding samples in the signal amplification path,
M1 is a maximum value of relative number of preceding samples in the power supply path,
Kl"-L1,m"-M1 is a maximum order of the characteristic of the ET amplifier 200, wherein the indices are a coefficient
relating to the relative delay (signal amplification path) 1"-L1, and a coefficient relating to the relative delay (power
supply path) m"-M1,
Hk,l"-L1,m"-M1 is a complex coefficient representing the characteristic of the ET amplifier 200, wherein the indices are
a coefficient relating to the relative delay (signal amplification path) l"-L1, a coefficient relating to the relative delay
(power supply path) m"-M1, and a coefficient relating to the order k.
V[n"-l"-m"] is a power supply voltage, and
u[n"-l"-M1] is an input signal after subjected to distortion compensation.

[0056] In the above equation (4), for example, when 1" = 0 and m" = 0, the following equation 5 is satisfied.
[Equation 5]

[0057] In equation (5), m" = 0 represents the nonlinear characteristic of the ET amplifier 200 in a case where a memory
effect (hereinafter referred to as "first memory effect") does not occur on the path from the signal input port 2a to the
signal output port 2b (first path; signal amplification path), and 1" = 0 represents the nonlinear characteristic of the
amplifier in a case where a memory effect (hereinafter referred to as "second memory effect") does not occur on the
path from the power supply port (another input port) 2c to the signal output port 2b (second path; power supply path).
[0058] Accordingly, the model of the ET amplifier 200 obtained without taking into account both the first memory effect
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and the second memory effect is as shown in FIG. 3(a).
[0059] In the block diagram of FIG. 3(a), a delay element 12 is provided on the line of the input signal u[n"] to a nonlinear
element 10 corresponding to the amplifier 2 constituting the ET amplifier 200, and a power supply voltage V[n"] according
to the input signal u[n"] is supplied from a variable power supply 11 (corresponding to the variable power supply 3 shown
in FIG. 1) to the nonlinear element 10. That is, an output Y"0,0[n"-M1] from the nonlinear element 10 shown in FIG. 3(a)
is defined by an input signal u[n"-M1] that is an input to the signal input port 2a of the ET amplifier 200, and the power
supply voltage V[n"] that is an input to the power supply port 2c of the amplifier 2 constituting the ET amplifier 200.
[0060] Further, as is apparent from FIG. 3(a) and equation (5), the input signal u[n"-M1] and the power supply voltage
V[n"], which are temporally different from each other, are reflected in the output. Although in FIG. 3(a) the delay element
12 is provided on the line of the input signal u[n"], even when a delay element is provided on the line on the variable
power supply 11 side, equivalence is maintained. That is, in equation (5), if -M1 < 0, the delay of u[n"] is greater, and if
-M1 > 0, the delay of V[n"] is greater.
[0061] In equation (5), if the first memory effect that occurs on the path from the signal input port 2a to the signal output
port 2b is taken into account as in the conventional amplifier model, the model of the ET amplifier 200 is expressed by
the following equation (6).
[Equation 6] 

where

Y’0[n"-M1] is an output signal of the ET amplifier 200,
k is an order,
1" is a relative delay that occurs with respect to the input signal u[n"] of the ET amplifier 200 in the signal amplification
path,
L1 is a maximum value of relative number of preceding samples in the signal amplification path,
L2 is a maximum value of relative number of delay samples in the signal amplification path,
M1 is a maximum value of relative number of preceding samples in the power supply path,
Kl"-L1,-M1 is a maximum order of the characteristic of the ET amplifier 200, wherein the indices are a coefficient
relating to the relative delay (signal amplification path) l"-L1 and a coefficient relating to the relative delay (power
supply path) -M1,
Hk,l"-L1,-M1 is a complex coefficient representing the characteristic of the ET amplifier 200, wherein the indices are
a coefficient relating to the relative delay (signal amplification path) l"-L1, a coefficient relating to the relative delay
(power supply path) -M1, and a coefficient relating to the order k,
V[n"-l"] is a power supply voltage, and
u[n"-l"-M1] is an input signal after subjected to distortion compensation.

[0062] Further, the following equation (7) is derived by replacing n"-L1 and l"-L1 in equation (6) with n’ and 1’, respec-
tively.
[Equation 7] 

[0063] The above equation (7) expresses nonlinear elements in which the first memory effect is represented, in the
ET amplifier 200. That is, like FIG. 11 and equation (3), equation (7) expresses the ET amplifier 200 as a combination
of L1+L2+1 nonlinear elements (one non-memory term for the first memory effect, and L1+L2 memory terms for the first
memory effect). The plurality of (L1+L2+1) nonlinear elements may have different nonlinear characteristics, respectively.
[0064] In the present embodiment, the nonlinear elements in which the first memory effect is represented as shown
in equation (7) are referred to as an "element amplifier". Like in FIG. 11, the plurality of (L1+L2+1) nonlinear elements
constituting the element amplifier are each given the input signal inputted to the signal input port 2a, and a combination
of outputs from the respective nonlinear elements corresponds to an output from the element amplifier.
[0065] However, in the element amplifier, the nonlinear characteristics of the nonlinear elements are defined based
on the input signal u and the power supply voltage V, in contrast to the nonlinear elements shown in FIG. 11 and equation
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(3). The plurality of nonlinear elements included in one element amplifier are given the input signals u[n’+L1-M1] ··· u[n’-
L2-M1] at different times n’+L1-M1 ··· n’-L2-M1, respectively. In addition, the plurality of nonlinear elements included in
one element amplifier are each given the power supply voltage V[n’-l’] at the common time n’-l’.
[0066] Next, using the model (element amplifier) expressed by equation (7), an ET amplifier model is defined, which
takes into account the second memory effect that occurs on the path from the power supply port 2c to the signal output
port 2b.
[0067] FIG. 3(b) shows a model of the ET amplifier 200 using the element amplifier 20 (an amplifier model taking into
account the first and second memory effects).
[0068] In addition, the ET amplifier model shown in FIG. 3(b) is expressed by the following equations (8) and (9).
[Equation 8]

where

y[n’-M1] is an output signal of the ET amplifier 200,
k is an order,
l’ is a relative delay that occurs with respect to the input signal u[n’] of the ET amplifier 200 in the signal amplification
path,
m" is a relative delay that occurs with respect to the input signal u[n’] of the ET amplifier 200 in the power supply path,
L1 is a maximum value of relative number of preceding samples in the signal amplification path,
L2 is a maximum value of relative number of delay samples in the signal amplification path,
M1 is a maximum value of relative number of preceding samples in the power supply path,
M2 is a maximum value of relative number of delay samples in the power supply path,
Kl’,-M1 is a maximum order of characteristic of the ET amplifier 200, wherein the indices are a coefficient relating to
the relative delay (signal amplification path) 1’, and a coefficient relating to the relative delay (power supply path) -M1,
Hk,l’,m"-M1 is a complex coefficient representing the characteristic of the ET amplifier 200, wherein the indices are a
coefficient relating to the relative delay (signal amplification path) 1’, a coefficient relating to the relative delay (power
supply path) m"-M1, and a coefficient relating to the order k,
V[n’-l’-m"], and V[(n-M1)-l’-(m"-M1)] are power supply voltages, and
u[n’-l’-M1], and u[(n’-M1)-l’] are input signals after subjected to distortion compensation.

[0069] As shown in FIG. 3, the ET amplifier model is modeled as a combination of a plurality of element amplifiers 20.
The ET amplifier model includes M1+M2+1 element amplifiers 20 (one element amplifier 20a as a non-memory term for
the second memory effect, and M1+M2 element amplifiers 20b as memory terms for the second memory effect).
[0070] The plurality of element amplifiers 20 are each given the input signal u[n’-M1] at the common time n’-M1 via
the delay element 22 (corresponding to the delay element 12 shown in FIG. 3(a)). Although in FIG. 3(b) the delay element
22 is provided on the line of the input signal u[n’], a delay element may be provided on the line on the variable power
supply 21 side, like in FIG. 3(a).
[0071] In addition, the plurality of element amplifiers 20 are each given the power supply voltage V supplied from the
variable power supply 21 (corresponding to the variable power supply 3 shown in FIG. 1).
[0072] However, among the plurality of element amplifiers 20, the element amplifier 20a as a non-memory term for
the second memory effect is given the power supply voltage V[n’] at time n’, whereas the plurality of element amplifiers
20b as memory terms for the second memory effect are given the power supply voltages V[n’-1] ··· V[n’-M1-M2] at times
n’-1 ··· n’-M1-M2 delayed from time n’, respectively. Therefore, delay elements 23 are provided in stages preceding the
plurality of element amplifiers 20b as the memory terms, respectively, and the power supply voltages given to the
respective element amplifiers 20 are temporally different from each other.
[0073] As described above, the input signal u[n’-M1] at time n’-M1 is given to the respective element amplifiers 20,
whereas the power supply voltage V (the input to the power supply port) given to the respective element amplifiers 20
varies from time n’ to time n’-M1-M2.
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[0074] That is, in the ET amplifier model shown in FIG. 3(b), the input signal u[n’-M1] at the certain time n’-M1, and
the power supply voltages V[n’-1] ··· V[n’-M1-M2] at the time n’-M1 and times different from the time n’-M1 are reflected
in the output of the ET amplifier model.
[0075] However, actually, the input signals u[n’+L1-M1] ··· u[n’-L2-M1] at the plurality of (L1+L2+1) times n’+L1-M1 ···-
n’-L2-M1 are reflected in the output of the element amplifier 20 in the ET amplifier model shown in FIG. 3(b) (refer to
equation (7)).
[0076] Accordingly, in the actual output of the ET amplifier model, the input signals u[n’+L1-M1] ··· u[n’-L2-M1] at the
plurality of (L1+L2+1) times n’+L1-M1 ··· n’-L2-M1 are reflected, and the power supply voltages at a plurality of (M1+M2+1)
times are taken into account for each of the times n’+L1-M1 ··· n’-L2-M1 of the input signal u.
[0077] This point is more apparent from the following equation (10) that is obtained by subjecting the above equation
(9) to the following replacement:
[Equation 9] 

[Equation 10] 

where

y[n] is an output signal of the ET amplifier 200,
k is an order,
1 is a relative delay that occurs with respect to the input signal u[n] of the ET amplifier 200 in the signal amplification
path,
m is a relative delay that occurs with respect to the input signal u[n] of the ET amplifier 200 in the power supply path,
L1 is a maximum value of relative number of preceding samples in the signal amplification path,
L2 is a maximum value of relative number of delay samples in the signal amplification path,
M1 is a maximum value of relative number of preceding samples in the power supply path,
M2 is a maximum value of relative number of delay samples in the power supply path,
Km,l is a maximum order of characteristic of the ET amplifier 200, wherein the indices are a coefficient relating to
the relative delay (signal amplification path) l, and a coefficient relating to the relative delay (power supply path) m,
Hk,l,m is a complex coefficient representing the characteristic of the ET amplifier 200, wherein the indices are a
coefficient relating to the relative delay (signal amplification path) 1, a coefficient relating to the relative delay (power
supply path) m, and a coefficient relating to the order k,
V[n-l-m] is a power supply voltage, and
u[n-l] is an input signal after subjected to distortion compensation.

[0078] That is, according to equation (10), the output of the ET amplifier model at time n is influenced by the input
signal u and the power supply voltage V at times other than time n. The input signal u and the power supply voltage V
each include those temporally different from each other.
[0079] More specifically, the input signals u[n+L1] ··· u[n-L2] at the plurality of (L1+L2+1) times n+L1 ··· n-L2, and the
power supply voltages V[n-l-m] at the (Li+L2+l)3(M1+M2+1) times are reflected in the output of the ET amplifier model
at time n. Note that (L1+L2+1) indicates the number of taps in the delay model showing the first memory effect, and
(M1+M2+1) indicates the number of taps in the delay model showing the second memory effect.

[3. Application of ET amplifier model to distortion compensation section]

[0080] Based on the ET amplifier model expressed by equation (10), an inverse model (inverse characteristic of the
distortion characteristic of the ET amplifier 200) used in the distortion compensation processing section 8 shown in FIG.
1 is expressed by the following equation (11).
[0081] Inverse amplifier model (compensation section):
[Equation 11] 
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where

hinvk,l,m is a complex coefficient representing the inverse characteristic of the ET amplifier 200, wherein the indices
are a coefficient relating to the relative delay (signal amplification path) 1, a coefficient relating to the relative delay
(power supply path) m, and a coefficient relating to the order k.

[0082] Generally, Kcm,l ^ K’m,l is satisfied.
[0083] In the inverse characteristic estimation section 7, distortion compensation based on the inverse model that the
inverse characteristic estimation section 7 currently possesses is performed for the output y[n] (the output having been
subjected to gain attenuation corresponding to the ET amplifier gain) from the ET amplifier 2, and calculates an estimated
value u’[n] of the input signal to the ET amplifier 2. Then, the inverse characteristic estimation section 7 calculates an
error between the actual input signal u[n] and the estimated value u’ [n], and optimizes the inverse model so as to
minimize the error. Thus obtained inverse model is copied to the distortion compensation processing section 8, and
used for distortion compensation by the distortion compensation processing section 8.
[0084] The input signal estimation value u’[n] calculated by the inverse characteristic estimation section 7 is expressed
by the following equation (12), based on equation (11).
[Equation 12] 

[0085] According to equation (12), the inverse characteristic estimation section 7 can calculate the input signal esti-
mation value u’[n], based on the power supply voltages V at the plurality of times, and the amplifier outputs y at the
plurality of times. That is, the inverse characteristic estimation section 7 can estimate the inverse model, based on the
power supply voltages V at the plurality of times, and the amplifier outputs y at the plurality of times.

[4. First modification of ET amplifier model]

[0086] FIG. 5 shows a configuration of an amplifier circuit 1 based on an ET amplifier model according to a first
modification. In the amplifier circuit shown in FIG. 5, those points that are not particularly described are identical to those
in the circuit shown in FIG. 1.
[0087] The power-to-voltage conversion section 6 in the amplifier circuit 1 shown in FIG. 5 performs, as conversion
from the power of the signal x[n] to the power supply voltage V[n], not linear conversion but nonlinear conversion as
shown in FIG. 4. The nonlinear conversion shown in FIG. 4 is performed, in the range where input signal x[n] is small,
to suppress an increase in the power supply voltage V[n] with an increase in the input signal x[n], whereas it is performed,
in the range where the input signal x[n] is large, to promote an increase in the power supply voltage V[n] with an increase
in the input signal x[n].
[0088] When the nonlinear conversion as shown in FIG. 4 is performed, the power supply voltage V[n] is expressed
in a power series, as shown in the following equation (13).
[Equation 13] 

where

s is an order,
K’m,l is a maximum order of s, and
h’s,l,m is a complex coefficient.
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[0089] By developing and organizing equation (13) in accordance with equation (10), the following equation (14) is
obtained.
[Equation 14] 

where

hk,l,m is a complex coefficient representing the characteristic of the ET amplifier 200, wherein the indices are a
coefficient relating to the relative delay (signal amplification path) 1, a coefficient relating to the relative delay (power
supply path) m, and a coefficient relating to the order k.

[0090] Accordingly, the ET amplifier model expressed by equation (10) can be represented by using the pre-distortion-
compensation input signal x[n] and the post-distortion-compensation input signal u[n], as shown in the following equation
(15).
[Equation 15] 

where

K’m,l is a maximum order of the characteristic of the ET amplifier 200, wherein the indices are a coefficient relating
to the relative delay (signal amplification path) l, and a coefficient relating to the relative delay (power supply path) m.

[0091] According to equation (15), the output of the ET amplifier model at time n is influenced by the post-distortion-
compensation input signal u and the pre-distortion-compensation input signal x at times other than time n. The post-
distortion-compensation input signal u and the pre-distortion-compensation input signal x each include those temporally
different from each other.
[0092] More specifically, the post-distortion-compensation input signals u[n+L1] ··· u[n-L2] at a plurality of (L1+L2+1)
times n+L1 ··· t-L2, and the pre-distortion-compensation input signals x[n-l-m] at (L1+L2+1)3(M1+M2+1) times are reflected
in the output of the ET amplifier model at time n.
[0093] Based on the ET amplifier model expressed by equation (15), an inverse model (inverse characteristic of the
distortion characteristic of the ET amplifier 200) used in the distortion compensation processing section 8 shown in FIG.
5 is expressed by the following equation (16).
[0094] Inverse amplifier model (compensation section):
[Equation 16] 

where

Kcm,l is a maximum order of the characteristic of the ET amplifier 200, wherein the indices are a coefficient relating
to the relative delay (signal amplification path) 1, and a coefficient relating to the relative delay (power supply path)
m, and
hinvk,l,m is a complex coefficient representing the inverse characteristic of the ET amplifier 200, wherein the indices
are a coefficient relating to the relative delay (signal amplification path) 1, a coefficient relating to the relative delay
(power supply path) m, and a coefficient relating to the order k.

[0095] In addition, an input signal estimation value u’ [n] calculated by the inverse characteristic estimation section 7
shown in FIG. 5 is expressed by the following equation (17), based on equation (16).
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[Equation 17] 

[0096] According to equation (17), the inverse characteristic estimation section 7 shown in FIG. 5 can calculate the
input signal estimation value u’[n], based on the pre-distortion-compensation signals x at the plurality of times, and the
amplifier outputs y at the plurality of times. That is, the inverse characteristic estimation section 7can estimate the inverse
model, based on the pre-distortion-compensation signals x at the plurality of times, and the amplifier outputs y at the
plurality of times.
[0097] In the case of the amplifier circuit shown in FIG. 5, estimation of the amplifier model (inverse model) taking into
account the second memory effect is possible without directly using the power supply voltage.
[0098] Further, in the case of the amplifier circuit 1 shown in FIG. 5, not only the nonlinear characteristic of the ET
amplifier 200 but also the nonlinear characteristics of the driver amplifiers shown in FIG. 2 can be compensated by the
distortion compensation section 4. That is, in the case of the amplifier circuit 1 shown in FIG. 5, not only the first and
second memory effects of the ET amplifier 200 but also the nonlinear characteristics (first memory effects) of the other
amplifiers (driver amplifiers 35a and 35b) provided between the signal output port 8a of the distortion compensation
section 4 and the ET amplifier 200, can be compensated.
[0099] This is because the amplifier circuit 1 shown in FIG. 5 uses not V and y but x and y for the estimation of the
inverse characteristic. When x and y are used for the estimation of the inverse characteristic, the estimated inverse
characteristic is directed to all the amplifiers that are present between x and y.
[0100] Accordingly, the distortion compensation section 4 shown in FIG. 5 can compensate not only the second memory
effect that occurs on the second path from the power supply port 2c to the signal output port 2b but also the first memory
effects that occur in the amplifiers 2, 35a, and 35b provided on the first path from the signal output port 8a of the distortion
compensation section 4 to the signal output port 2b of the amplifier.

[5. Second modification of ET amplifier model]

[0101] FIG. 6 shows a configuration of an amplifier circuit 1 based on an ET amplifier model according to a second
modification. In the amplifier circuit shown in FIG. 6, those points that are not particularly described are identical to those
in the circuits shown in FIGS. 1 and 5.
[0102] In this modification, if the amplifier 2 is a linear amplifier having a relatively small distortion power, the amplifier
output y[n] can be considered to be approximately equal to the input x[n] (y[n] ≈ x[n]).
[0103] Accordingly, equation (17) can be transformed to the following equation (18).
[Equation 18] 

[0104] Equation (18) is based on a premise that the output of the ET amplifier model (not the inverse model) at time
n is influenced by the post-distortion-compensation input signal u and the amplifier output signal y (actually, the pre-
distortion-compensation input signal x) at times other than time n. The post-distortion-compensation input signal u and
the output signal y each include those temporally different from each other.
[0105] According to equation (18), the inverse characteristic estimation section 7 shown in FIG. 6 can calculate an
input signal estimation value u’[n], based on the amplifier output y. That is, the inverse characteristic estimation section
7 can estimate an inverse model, based on the amplifier output y, without using the power supply voltage V or the pre-
distortion-compensation signal x.
[0106] The amplifier 2 with the relatively small distortion preferably has an adjacent channel leakage ratio (ACLR)
equal to or lower than -10 dBc (a distortion signal being equal to or smaller than 10% of a main signal).
[0107] FIG. 7 shows a specific circuit configuration of the amplifier circuit 1 shown in FIG. 6. The circuit shown in FIG.
7 is almost identical to the circuit shown in FIG. 2 except that input of V[n] to the inverse characteristic estimation section
7 is not necessary in the circuit shown in FIG. 7.
[0108] FIG. 8 shows a result of an experiment in which distortion compensation is performed using the inverse model
estimated based on equation (18). As shown in FIG. 8, in the example using equation (18), unnecessary radiation outside
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the signal band is suppressed as compared with the case where distortion compensation is not performed, or with the
conventional method using the conventional amplifier model. Thus, a satisfactory experimental result is obtained.

[6. Amplifier model taking into account only second memory effect]

[0109] In the above embodiment, the ET amplifier model taking into account both the first memory effect and the
second memory effect has been described. Hereinafter, an amplifier model taking into account only the second memory
effect will be described.
[0110] It can be considered that the amplifier model taking into account only the second memory effect has no memory
effect (no first memory effect) in the input-to-output path (the path from u[n’-M1] to Y’m"[n’-M1]) of each of the plurality
of element amplifiers 20 in FIG. 3(b).
[0111] That is, the ET amplifier model taking into account only the second memory effect is obtained by deleting the
variable l’ (l’ = 0) in equations (8) and (9), as shown by the following equation (19).
[Equation 19] 

[0112] Further, when a replacement similar to the replacement from equation (9) to equation (10) is performed on
equation (19), the following equation (20) is obtained.
[Equation 20] 

[0113] When transformations similar to the transformations performed to derive, from equation (10), equations (11),
(12), (15), (16), (17), and (18) are performed on equation (20), equations transformed from equation (20) are obtained.

[7. Application to source modulation]

[0114] FIG. 9 shows an amplifier circuit 1 adopting a source modulation method. The amplifier circuit 1 shown in FIG.
9 is different from the amplifier circuit 1 shown in FIG. 1 in that the output of the variable power supply 3 is connected
not to the power supply port (drain) 2c of the amplifier 2 but to the source-side port 2d of the amplifier 2. In addition, a
fixed power supply for supplying a fixed voltage (or fixed current) is connected to the power supply port 2c of the amplifier 2.
[0115] In the source modulation type amplifier circuit 1 shown in FIG. 9, the source-side voltage (current) of the amplifier
2 is controlled in accordance with change in the envelope of the signal x.
[0116] In the source modulation type amplifier circuit 1, the source-side port 2d of the amplifier 2 serves as a signal
input port, instead of the power supply port 2c.
[0117] That is, the source modulation type amplifier circuit 1 has, in addition to the first path from the signal input port
2a of the amplifier 2 to the signal output port 2b thereof, a second path from the source-side port 2d to the signal output
port 2b. Also in the source modulation type amplifier circuit 1, a memory effect occurs in the second path as well as in
the first path, and therefore, it is possible to compensate the first and second memory effects, as described with respect
to FIGS. 1 to 6.
[0118] Since the source modulation type amplifier circuit 1 shown in FIG. 9 is different from the amplifier circuit 1
shown in FIG. 1 only in the port to which the variable power supply voltage V is supplied, an equation representing an
amplifier model of the source modulation type amplifier circuit 1 is identical to that described above.

[8. Additional notes]

[0119] The embodiment described above is to be considered in all respects as illustrative and not restrictive. The
scope of the present invention is indicated by the appended claims rather than by the foregoing meaning, and all changes
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which come within the meaning and range of equivalency of the claims are therefore intended to be embraced therein.
[0120] For example, the amplifier circuit 1 is not limited to an envelope tracking type amplifier circuit, and may be an
EER (Envelope Elimination and Restoration) type amplifier circuit.
[0121] In addition, the distortion compensation section 4 is not limited to one that estimates an inverse model of an
amplifier, and performs distortion compensation by using the estimated inverse model. The distortion compensation
section 4 may be one that estimates a forward model of an amplifier (distortion characteristic itself of the amplifier),
obtains inverse characteristic of the amplifier from the estimated forward model, and performs distortion compensation
using the inverse characteristic.

DESCRIPTION OF THE REFERENCE CHARACTERS

[0122]

1 amplifier circuit
2 amplifier
2a signal input port
2b signal output port
2c power supply port
3 variable power supply
4 distortion compensation section
5 power detection section
6 power-to-voltage conversion section
7 estimation section
8 distortion compensation section
10 nonlinear element
20 element amplifier

Claims

1. An amplifier circuit (1), comprising:

+ an amplifier (2) for amplifying a signal, having

+ a signal input port (2a),
+ an other input port,
+ a signal output port (2b), and
+ a power supply port (2c, 2d);

and
+ a distortion compensation section (4) for performing compensation for distortion characteristics of the amplifier
(2),

wherein
the distortion compensation section (4) is configured to perform a process of compensating a memory effect that
occurs on a path from the other input port of the amplifier (2) to the signal output port (2b), the process being
performed on the signal to be inputted to the signal input port (2a) of the amplifier (2).

2. Wireless communication equipment including the amplifier circuit (1) according to claim 1, for amplification of a
transmission signal or amplification of a reception signal.

Patentansprüche

1. Verstärkerschaltung (1), umfassend:

einen Verstärker (2) für die Verstärkung eines Signals, umfassend:
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einen Signaleingangsanschluss (2a),
einen weiteren Eingangsanschluss,
einen Signalausgangsanschluss (2b) und
einen Stromversorgungsanschluss (2c, 2d);

und einen Verzerrungskompensationsabschnitt (4) zum Ausführen einer Kompensation von Verzerrungseigen-
schaften des Verstärkers (2),
wobei der Verzerrungskompensationsabschnitt (4) dazu eingerichtet ist, einen Vorgang des Kompensierens
eines Memory-Effektes auszuführen, der auf einem Weg von dem weiteren Eingangsanschluss des Verstärkers
(2) zu dem Signalausgangsanschluss (2b) auftritt, wobei der Vorgang an dem Signal ausgeführt wird, das in
den Signaleingangsanschluss (2a) des Verstärkers (2) eingegeben werden soll.

2. Drahtloses Kommunikationsgerät, das die Verstärkerschaltung (1) nach Anspruch 1 für die Verstärkung eines Sen-
designals oder die Verstärkung eines Empfangssignals umfasst.

Revendications

1. Circuit amplificateur (1), comprenant :

+ un amplificateur (2) pour amplifier un signal, comportant

- un port d’entrée de signal (2a),
- un autre port d’entrée,
- un port de sortie de signal (2b), et
- un port d’alimentation électrique (2c, 2d) ;
et

+ une section de compensation de la distorsion (4) permettant de réaliser la compensation des caractéristiques
de distorsion de l’amplificateur (2),

dans lequel
la section de compensation de la distorsion (4) est configurée de manière à réaliser un procédé de compensation
d’un effet de mémoire qui se produit sur un trajet allant de l’autre port d’entrée de l’amplificateur (2) au port de sortie
de signal (2b), ledit procédé étant réalisé sur le signal à entrer dans le port d’entrée de signal (2a) de l’amplificateur (2) .

2. Equipement de communication sans fil, comprenant un circuit amplificateur (1) selon la revendication 1, pour l’am-
plification d’un signal de transmission ou l’amplification d’un signal de réception.
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